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Simplicity redefined.

Nebula

™

The most complete eDiscovery solution available today, offering
end-to-end control in a single tool. Nebula provides an intuitive
yet powerful platform that distinguishes itself in both functionality
and user experience, providing smarter ways to analyze, process,
review, and manage large data sets. Backed by KLDiscovery’s
industry-leading 24/7/365 support, our experienced project
managers and data analysts are available to assist at any point
along the way.
Built with User Experience in Mind
Nebula brings a modern approach to case management that surpasses the older
generation of tools in both feature set and usability. Nebula simplifies eDiscovery by
minimizing the learning curve and ensuring that critical information is easily accessible
and readily available. This results in clients that are inherently proficient, which translates
into time and cost savings across the board.
Robust Capabilities
Comprehensive functionality and advanced technology combine all the features and
tools you need within one seamless interface, eliminating the need for third-party
plugins or partially integrated applications. Nebula comes fully loaded with workflow
accelerators and proprietary software only found at KLDiscovery.
The Flexibility You Need
Nebula can now be hosted on-prem or within the Microsoft Azure cloud, offering
scalability and rapid deployment to meet your unique needs. Clients can also utilize
Nebula Private Cloud, allowing powerful processing, filtering and analysis without the
need to transfer data outside the company or across borders.

KLDiscovery’s Nebula
is truly next gen
eDiscovery software,
providing reliability
and ease-of-use with
every step, all backed
by our industryleading 24/7/365
support team.

Take Control of Your Review with
Nebula’s Workflow Accelerators
and Artificial Intelligence
Predictive Coding

A New Standard in eDiscovery.

Award-winning, patented technology that leverages human expertise to drive results. Predictive
Coding learns from both user decisions and random sampling to immediately and continuously
prioritize important documents for review. Quality Control and Sampling monitors the effectiveness
of document categorizations to arrive at the necessary confidence levels to ensure defensibility.

Native Spreadsheet Redaction
Allows reviewers to redact content from within Excel files without the need to convert to TIFF images.
Options for redactions include removal of rows, columns, worksheets, formulas, cells and standard
text redactions. Pristine copies of the original file are always maintained.

A/V Suite
Winner of the 2016 Relativity Innovation Award for Best Service Provider Solution and People’s
Choice, A/V Suite simplifies the review of multimedia files. Visualize audio files and have total playback
control. Easily redact and produce audio files – something no other review platform can provide.

AutoRedaction
Protect sensitive information and streamline the redaction process with an automated approach.
Greatly reduce the burden of redacting documents by automatically finding and redacting personally
identifiable information, privileged content and other sensitive information.

PrivLog Builder®
Utilize an integrated suite of tools with advanced functionality to effectively build privilege logs.
Automated privilege log features and name standardization saves time and produces remarkable
results.

Workflow
Automate the routing and distribution of documents to streamline document review and maximize
accuracy and defensibility.
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